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Abstract
This paper focuses on so-called specCP-expletives in Belgian Dutch
dialects, a type of expletive that only occurs in clause-initial posi-
tion. The traditional account of these expletives is that they are
phrases that are merged in specCP. This paper argues against this
analysis, and proposes instead that they are the overt realizations
of a C-head, i.e. that they are main clause complementizers. The
second(ary) theme of the paper is microvariation within the Bel-
gian Dutch dialects with respect to the presence or absence of these
specCP-expletives/main clause complementizers. I show this split to
be part of a larger empirical generalization, and propose a para-
metric account for the difference between the two dialect groups.

Keywords: expletives, Belgian Dutch dialects, complementizers, split CP,
microvariation

1 Introduction
As is well-known from the literature on Germanic (see in particular Vikner
1995, Mohr 2005, and Richards and Biberauer 2005), some languages feature
expletive pronouns that are what we could call ‘positionally restricted’; i.e.,
they can only occur in a limited number of structural positions or sentence
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types. An example involving the German expletive pronoun es ‘it’ is given in
(1).

(1) a. Es
it

ist
is

ein
a

Junge
boy

gekommen.
come

‘A boy has come.’
b. *Ist

is
es
it

ein
a

Junge
boy

gekommen?
come

intended: ‘Did a boy come?’
c. *dass

that
es
it

ein
a

Junge
boy

gekommen
come

ist.
is

intended: ‘that a boy has come.’ German

These examples show that while es can happily occur in sentence-initial posi-
tion (1a), it is ruled out in postverbal position in inverted main clauses (1b)
and in post-complementizer position in embedded clauses (1c). Expletives
that show such positional restrictions are typically referred to as specCP-
expletives—the idea being that this is the only structural position they can
occupy—and while this terms reflects a type of analysis I will argue against, I
adopt it for the remainder of this paper as a useful shorthand to refer to this
type of expletives.

The main goal of this paper is to provide a new analysis for specCP-
expletives in Belgian dialects of Dutch. In particular, I will argue that they
are not XPs that occupy specCP, but rather heads that are merged in C. In
essence, then, they are main clause complementizers.1 This analysis in turn
will lead to a new understanding of a number of empirical differences between
dialects with and dialects without specCP-expletives. In a nutshell, the former
will be argued to have a split CP-domain, which not only provides a position
to host the specCP-expletive/main clause complementizer, but will also have
consequences for constructions that either rely on or are incompatible with
this additional structural space. Dialects without specCP-expletives have an
unsplit CP-domain and as a result display the opposite empirical pattern.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the general
background for the discussion, by providing an overview of expletive con-
structions in general and by introducing the notion of specCP-expletives in
particular. Section 3 then introduces the main data: I show that a subset of
Belgian Dutch dialects features a specCP-expletive, and that the presence ver-
sus absence of this element correlates with a number of additional empirical
properties. Section 4 introduces and argues for the complementizer analysis
of specCP-expletives, and shows how the empirical generalizations introduced
in the preceding section can be made to follow from such an account. Finally,
Sect. 5 sums up and concludes.

1A note on terminology is in order here: throughout this paper I will be referring to contrasts
like the one between (1a) and (1c) as main vs. embedded clause. A more precise characterisation,
perhaps, would be root vs. non-root, as the German expletive es can occur in so-called embedded
root contexts. Given that such contexts are absent in the dialects under consideration here, though,
I’m sticking with the simpler terminology of main vs. embedded clauses. Many thanks to Susi
Wurmbrand p.c. for raising this issue.
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2 Background on expletives
Constructions involving expletives have always played a central role in genera-
tive linguistics (see Svenonius 2002, Hartmann 2008, and Longenbaugh 2019 for
overviews and references), and the term ‘expletive’ has been used to describe
elements in a wide variety of constructions. My goal in this section is to give a
brief overview of the most prominent of these constructions, so as to provide
the broader empirical background against which the rest of the paper should
be situated. In addition, I will zoom in on a particular subset of expletive con-
structions in Germanic, as these form the direct parallels to the data under
discussion in the following sections.

A first type of element that has been discussed under the rubric of exple-
tives concerns the subject pronoun found in expressions of weather and time.
Examples are given in (2).

(2) a. It is raining.
b. It is five past twelve.

The idea here is that expressions of weather and time have no thematic argu-
ments, and as a result, the pronoun it only serves to fill the clausal subject
position. The expletive status of the it found in (2a) and (2b) is far from undis-
puted, however, with many authors arguing in favor of a quasi-argumental or
even fully referential status for this pronoun (see Levin and Krejci 2019 for
recent discussion and references).

A similar fate befalls the second type of expletive element I want to high-
light, i.e. the pronoun found in cases of clausal extraposition. Illustrations from
English are given in (3).

(3) a. It is hard to believe that you dislike Lady Gaga.
b. I take it that you dislike Lady Gaga.
c. You must see to it that they buy the new Lady Gaga album.

In all of these examples, the that-clause corresponds to an argument of the
main predicate—subject in (3a), direct object in (3b), and prepositional object
in (3c)—but the actual argument position is occupied by it, while the clause
surfaces in sentence-final position. This has led some authors to propose that
this it is a dummy placeholder—i.e., an expletive—and that the clause is the
actual argument. At the same time, though, there are others who argue that it
is the actual argument and that the CP occupies a more peripheral (adjunct)
position, or who propose a more complex structural relationship between the
two (see Bennis 1986, Stroik 1996, Longenbaugh 2019, and Angelopoulos 2021
for examples of various analytical options).

While the expletive status of the pronouns found in these first two contexts
is often called into question, this is less so for the following three constructions:
the subject element found in impersonal passives (4), existentials (5), and
so-called presentational constructions (6).
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(4) Er
there

werd
became

gedanst.
danced

‘There was dancing.’ Dutch

(5) There are a lot of options.

(6) Er
there

heeft
has

iemand
someone

een
a

hoop
pile

afval
trash

achtergelaten.
behind.let

‘Someone left behind a pile of trash.’ Dutch

In the example in (4) the intranstive (unergative) verb dansen ‘to dance’ has
been passivized and the subject position of the passive construction is occu-
pied by the dummy element er ‘there’. The main function of the existential
sentence in (5) is to assert the existence of a particular referent—thereby
introducing it into the discourse—and once again the subject position is occu-
pied by there. Finally, the example in (6) is similar to (5) in that it also
introduces new referents into the discourse—and for this reason, presenta-
tional sentences are not always distinguished from existential ones—but at
the same time it also predicates a property of those referents through the
presence of the main verb achterlaten ‘to leave behind’. Together, these three
constructions constitute the poster children for expletive contexts in natural
language, and while alternative, non-expletive analyses certainly exist for a
subset of them—see in particular Moro (1997, 2013) for an influential proposal
concerning existentials—they do not represent the dominant viewpoint.

When viewed from a specifically Germanic perspective, these three contexts
are interesting in that they introduce the main character of this paper, i.e.
so-called specCP-expletives. Representative examples from German, Icelandic,
and Yiddish are given in (7)–(9). (All examples are from Vikner 1995, 226.)

(7) a. Es
it

ist
is

ein
a

Junge
boy

gekommen.
come

‘A boy came.’
b. *Gestern

yesterday
ist
is

es
it

ein
a

Junge
boy

gekommen
come

intended: ‘Yesterday a boy came.’ German

(8) a. Það
it

hefur
has

komið
come

strákur.
a.boy

‘A boy came.’
b. *Í gær

yesterday
hafði
has

það
it

komið
come

strákur.
a.boy

intended: ‘Yesterday a boy came.’ Icelandic

(9) a. Es
it

iz
is

gekumen
come

a
a
yingl.
boy

‘A boy came.’
b. *Nekhtn

yesterday
iz
is

es
it

gekumen
come

a
a
yingl.
boy

intended: ‘Yesterday a boy came.’ Yiddish
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These examples show that German es, Icelandic það, and Yiddish es can
occur in clause-initial position, but not in postverbal position in inverted main
clauses, i.e. that they are specCP-expletives.2 As their name already suggests,
specCP-expletives are typically analyzed as obligatorily occupying specCP.
On the one hand, this explains their limited distribution—when specCP is
already filled or otherwise unavailable, they cannot occur—while on the other
hand, this restriction is tied to their raison d’être: they are inserted to avoid
a violation of the Verb Second constraint, or as Wurmbrand (2006, 205) puts
it: “A straightforward account for these expletives is to assume [...] that CP-
expletives in German and Icelandic are simply phonological fillers of the initial
position (SpecCP) when no overt XP has moved there.” In the remainder of
this paper I turn to specCP-expletives in Belgian dialects of Dutch, and while
I will retain the intuition behind Wurmbrand’s analysis—i.e., that they are
inserted to avoid a violation of the V2-constraint—the structural account I
propose will be different, in that the Belgian Dutch counterpart of German es,
Icelandic það, and Yiddish es will be argued to occupy a C-head rather than
specCP.

3 The data: specCP-expletives in Belgian Dutch
dialects

As the examples in (10) show, the Belgian Dutch dialect of Lapscheure dis-
plays an expletive pronoun that is quite similar to the German, Icelandic, and
Yiddish data discussed in the previous section.

(10) a. T
it

zyn
are

gisteren
yesterday

drie
three

studenten
students

gekommen.
come

‘Three students came yesterday.’
b. *Zyn

are
t
it
gisteren
yesterday

drie
three

studenten
students

gekommen?
come

intended: ‘Did three students come yesterday?’
c. *da-n

that-pl
t
it
gisteren
yesterday

drie
three

studenten
students

gekommen
come

zyn
are

intended: ‘that three students came yesterday’
Lapscheure Dutch, Grange and Haegeman (1989); Haegeman
(1986); L. Haegeman p.c.

While the t-expletive in Lapscheure Dutch can occur in sentence-initial posi-
tion (10a), it is excluded in postverbal position in inverted main clauses (10b),
and in post-complementizer position in embedded clauses (10c). As such, it
bears the hallmarks of a specCP-expletive. Not all Belgian Dutch dialects dis-
play such an element, however. The dialect of Wambeek, for example, only

2In embedded clauses the picture is more fragmented, in that German es cannot occur there
(see (1b)), while Icelandic það and Yiddish es can. Arguably this is due to the fact that the latter
two languages display a fair amount of embedded V2, which makes available a structural position
to host the expletive that is absent in German. See Wurmbrand 2006, 225–228 for discussion and
references with respect to Icelandic.
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features an expletive which is not positionally restricted and which is locative
in nature (much like English there). Examples are given in (11).

(11) a. Dr/*T
there/it

stonj
stand.pl

twieë
two

vantjn
men

inn
in.the

of.
garden

‘There are two men in the garden.’
b. Stonj

stand.pl
er/*t
there/it

twieë
two

vantjn
men

inn
in.the

of?
garden

‘Are there two men in the garden?’
c. da

that
tr/*t
there/it

twieë
two

vantjn
men

inn
in.the

of
garden

stonj
stand.pl

‘that there are two men in the garden’ Wambeek Dutch

The expletive pronoun dr3 ‘there’ is not positionally restricted: it occurs in
sentence-initial position (11a), in inverted main clauses (11b), and in embed-
ded clauses (11c). Moreover, it is locative in nature, in the sense that is
homophonous with the (unstressed) locative adverb dr ‘there’.

These non-positionally restricted, locative expletives also show up in
dialects that do feature a specCP-expletive (like that of Lapscheure in (10)),
specifically in inverted main clauses and embedded clauses:4

(12) a. Gisteren
yesterday

zyn
are

der
there

drie
three

studenten
students

gekommen.
come

‘Three students came yesterday.’
b. dan

that
der
there

nie
not

vele
many

mensen
people

woaren
were

‘that there weren’t many people’
Lapscheure Dutch, Grange and Haegeman (1989, 160); Haegeman
(1992, 50)

These examples illustrate that the way to render (10b) and (10c) grammatical
is not by leaving out the expletive altogether—which would yield a grammat-
ical result in German, Icelandic, and Yiddish, see Vikner (1995, 226)—but by
using the non-positionally restricted locative expletive instead.

When looking at the Belgian Dutch dialects more broadly, it turns out
that the presence versus absence of a specCP-expletive creates a clear dialect
split. The western part of Dutch-speaking Belgium (roughly the provinces of
East and West Flanders, including the Dutch dialects spoken in the northern
tip of France) are like Lapscheure Dutch in having a specCP-expletive, while
the eastern part (roughly the provinces of Antwerp, Flemish Brabant, and

3Due to voice assimilation and /t/-deletion, the expletive pronoun can surface as [d@r], [t@r],
or [@r]. Given that I have been unable to find any differences in syntactic behavior between these
three forms, I treat them as different surface manifestations of the same underlying element, and
I gloss all three of them as ‘there’.

4Dialects differ as to whether they allow this locative expletive to also show up in clause-
initial position, as an alternative to the specCP-expletive. In Lapscheure Dutch, this is marked
(Haegeman 1986, 10), but in other dialects the choice of the expletive appears to be optional in
clause-initial position.
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Limburg) are like Wambeek Dutch in lacking this element. The map in Figure
1 illustrates this distribution.

Fig. 1: Presence vs. absence of specCP-expletives in Belgian Dutch (data
from Barbiers et al. 2006)

In the remainder of this paper I will be referring to dialects with specCP-
expletives (like Lapscheure Dutch) as [+C]-dialects, and to dialects without
specCP-expletives (like Wambeek Dutch) as [−C]-dialects. It will become clear
that the split between these two groups of dialects is not just based on whether
or not they feature a specCP-expletive, but also on a number of additional
empirical properties. As a first indication of this, consider the contrast between
(13) and (14).

(13) Zittn
sit

*(dr)
there

ier
here

nievers
nowhere

geen
no

muzn?
mice

‘Aren’t there any mice here?’ Torhout Dutch, Barbiers et al. (2006)

(14) Zittn
sit

(dr)
there

ie
here

nievest
nowhere

gin
no

mojzjn?
mice

‘Aren’t there any mice here?’ Wambeek Dutch

The example in (13) illustrates that in the dialect of Torhout (and see Haege-
man 1986, 3 for a similar observation about Lapscheure) the use of the locative
expletive is obligatory in inverted main clauses. In the dialect of Wambeek on
the other hand, the use of the expletive is optional in this context, and just as
was the case with the contrast between (10) and (11), this one also general-
izes to a larger dialect split.5 Moreover, as Figure 2 shows, this split is highly
similar to the one we found in Figure 1.

5A reviewer rightly points out that this way of describing the data in (13)–(14) is a simplifi-
cation, as it is well-known that the possibility of leaving out the locative expletive in postverbal
position in Dutch is conditioned by a host of different factors, ranging from regional and register
variation over the type of modifiers the sentence contains (temporal or locative) to the specificity
of the main verb (Grondelaers 2000). A more accurate generalization, then, would be that in the
specific sentence illustrated in (13)–(14)—i.e., the sentence that was tested in the dialect atlas
project these data were taken from, Barbiers et al. (2005, 2008)—there is a clear dialect split
with respect to the presence versus absence of the locative expletive. The fact that this sentence
contains a ‘true’ locative modifier—the proximate adverb ie(r) ‘here’—contributes substantially
to the omittability of the expletive in (14)—and will play a central role in my analysis of these
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Fig. 2: Obligatory expletive in inverted main clauses (data from Barbiers
et al. 2006)

A third property that shows the same dialect split concerns the use of the
strong locative form as an expletive pronoun. Unlike English but like Stan-
dard Dutch, most (if not all) Dutch dialects make a morphological distinction
between a weak locative adverb (corresponding to Standard Dutch er ‘there’)
and a strong one (like Standard Dutch daar ‘there’, see also Wesseling 2018).
In the dialect of Wambeek, both these forms can be used as an expletive (see
also Van Craenenbroeck 2019 for extensive discussion):

(15) Leit
lies

{ dui
there.strong

/
/
dr
there.weak

} ie
here

nen
a

brief
letter

op
on

tuifel?
tabel

‘Is there a letter over here on the table?’ Wambeek Dutch

By using the conflicting locative adverb ie ‘here’, we ensure that dui ‘there’
is interpreted as an expletive pronoun, rather than as a locative modifier. The
fact that the resulting example is well-formed and interpretable shows that
both the weak form dr and the strong one dui can be used as an expletive
pronoun. In the dialect of Lapscheure, on the other hand, we get a different
result:

(16) Ligt
lies

{ *doa
there.strong

/
/
er
there.weak

} ier
here

nen
a

brief
letter

ip
on

tafel?
tabel

‘Is there a letter over here on the table?’
Lapscheure Dutch, L. Haegeman p.c.

Only the weak form is allowed in this dialect; the strong locative adverb doa
‘there’ can never be used as an expletive pronoun. When we extrapolate this
two-dialect difference to the whole Dutch-speaking part of Belgium, we once
again find the by now familiar split between [+C]- and [−C]-dialects. This is
shown in Figure 3.

facts in Subsect. 4.4.3. See also Subsect. 4.4.5 for discussion of dialect variation with respect to
this feature in my data set.
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Fig. 3: Use of the strong locative form as expletive (Barbiers et al. 2005, 49)

The fourth and final property I want to discuss in this section is the
phenomenon commonly known as complementizer agreement, whereby a com-
plementizer agrees in person and/or number with the subject of the clause it
introduces (see Van Koppen 2017 for general discussion). An example from
the dialect of Lapscheure is given in (17).

(17) K=vinden
I=find

da-n
that-pl

die
those

boeken
books

te
too

diere
expensive

zyn.
are

‘I think those books are too expensive.’
Lapscheure Dutch, Haegeman (1992, 51)

In this sentence the complementizer da ‘that’ bears the same plural ending
that is also found on the finite verb, suggesting that it agrees in number with
the subject of the clause die boeken ‘those books’. As it turns out, this type
of agreement is pervasive in [+C]-dialects, but absent in [−C]-dialects.6 This
is illustrated in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: Complementizer agreement in 3pl (Barbiers et al. 2005, 35)

6I focus specifically on number agreement here, not on person agreement. As argued by Valadou
(2018) and Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen (2019b), complementizer agreement for number
and complementizer agreement for person behave like two different phenomena in Dutch dialects.
See also Brandner (2011a,b) for a different theoretical account, with person agreement more akin
to pronoun incorporation.
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This concludes my overview of the Belgian Dutch dialect data. Table 1
summarizes the main findings of this section.

Table 1: [+C]- vs. [−C]-dialects in Belgian Dutch

[+C]-dialects [−C]-dialects

specCP-expletive yes no
obligatory expletive in inversion yes no
strong locative form as expletive no yes
complementizer agreement yes no

Dialects with a specCP-expletive ([+C]-dialects) have an obligatory locative
expletive in inverted main clauses, cannot use the strong locative form as an
expletive pronoun, and display complementizer agreement, while in dialects
without a specCP-expletive ([−C]-dialects) the locative expletive is optional
in inverted main clauses, the strong locative form can be used as an expletive
pronoun, and complementizer agreement is absent.

4 The analysis

4.1 Introduction
In this section I present my analysis of the data outlined above. I argue
that specCP-expletives in Belgian Dutch dialects are not phrases that occupy
specCP, but rather heads that are merged in C. The section is organized as
follows. The next subsection presents the new analysis of specCP-expletives
and in its wake, Subsect. 4.3 introduces the parametric difference that I pro-
pose is responsible for the split between [+C]- and [−C]-dialects. In Subsect.
4.4 I show how the empirical generalizations uncovered in the previous section
follow from this one parametric difference. Subsect. 4.5 concludes.

4.2 SpecCP-expletives as main clause complementizers

4.2.1 The traditional account and its shortcomings

Consider again a basic example of a specCP-expletive in a [+C]-dialect in (18)
(repeated from (10a)).

(18) T
it

zyn
are

gisteren
yesterday

drie
three

studenten
students

gekommen.
come

‘Three students came yesterday.’
Lapscheure Dutch, Grange and Haegeman (1989, 163)

The traditional—though mostly implicit—account of this construction
assumes that t is a reduced form of the third person neuter pronoun het
‘it’ which is base-generated in—or obligatorily moved to—specCP (Haegeman
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1986; Grange and Haegeman 1989; Vikner 1995). As a result, it cannot occur
in inverted main clauses (where specCP is occupied by another constituent) or
embedded clauses (where specCP is unavailable for non-wh-marked XPs; cf.
Hoekstra and Zwart 1994, 1997). The structure in (19) provides a schematic
representation of this analysis.

(19)
CP

(he)t C’

C
zyn

TP

gisteren drie studenten gekommen

1

As it stands, however, this account faces a number of problems. First of all, the
claim that the unstressed (and unstressable) third person neuter pronoun (he)t
occupies specCP in (18) seems directly contradicted by the fact that other
instantiations of this same pronoun are categorically excluded from specCP
(Zwart 1993, 1997). For example, when used as an object, (he)t cannot occur
clause-initially:

(20) *T
it

een=k
have=I

nie
not

gezien.
seen

intended: ‘I haven’t seen it.’
Lapscheure Dutch, based on Haegeman (1993, 62)

The fact that (he)t is generally disallowed in specCP raises the question of
whether the t we are seeing in (18) is the same as the one in (20), or put
differently, whether the t in (18) is indeed a reduced form of the weak third
person neuter pronoun het ‘it’.

A second reason to doubt the analysis in (19) concerns the fact that the
expletive element cannot be replaced by the demonstrative pronoun da ‘that’.
As pointed out by Grange and Haegeman (1989), expletive(-like) occurrences
of (he)t can generally be replaced by its demonstrative counterpart. This is
illustrated in the following examples for weather it (21), extraposition it (22),
the subject it found in clefts (23), the impersonal subject of certain experiencer
verbs (24), and the impersonal subject of evaluative adjectives (25).

(21) dat
that

et/da
it/that

regent.
rains

‘that it is raining.’
Lapscheure Dutch, Grange and Haegeman (1989, 160,162)

(22) Ze
they

aanveerden
accept

et/da
it/that

nie
not

da
that

se
she

werkt.
works

‘They don’t accept that she has a job.’
Lapscheure Dutch, Grange and Haegeman 1989, 160,162)
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(23) T/Da
it/that

’s
is

Valère
Valère

nie
not

die
rel

da
that

gezeid
said

oat.
had

‘It isn’t Valère who said that.’
Lapscheure Dutch, Grange and Haegeman (1989, 166)

(24) Et/Da
it/that

bevalt
pleases

men
me

ier.
here

‘I like it here.’ Lapscheure Dutch, Grange and Haegeman (1989, 165)

(25) Et/Da
it/that

was
was

spytig
regrettable

van
of

dat
that

ongeluk.
accident

‘Too bad about that accident.’
Lapscheure Dutch, Grange and Haegeman (1989, 167)

There is only one context in which a reduced version of the third person neuter
pronoun cannot be replaced by a demonstrative, and that is when it is used as
a specCP-expletive like in (18). Note that the fact that this element is argued
to occupy specCP makes this gap even more striking: if there is any position in
the clausal structure where replacing the reduced form (he)t with the stronger
demonstrative da would make sense, it would be precisely in specCP.7 This
once again raises questions about the analysis in (19): the element t in (18)
simply does not behave like other instantiations of the same pronoun.

A third and final problem concerns the phonology of the specCP-expletive.
While the phonological reduction of the pronoun het from [@t]8 to [t] is nor-
mally completely optional, this phonological variation is absent in the case
of the specCP-expletive, which is always and only realized as [t]. Consider
in this respect the following minimal pair from the West Flemish dialect of
Blankenberge:

(26) (E)t
it

regent.
rains

‘It is raining.’

(27) (*E)t
it

staan
stand

drie
three

mannen
men

in
in

den
the

hof.
garden

‘There are three men standing in the garden.’
Blankenberge Dutch, K. Vanaudenaerde p.c.

Weather it in (26) allows for both the reduced and the unreduced form (as do
all other instantiations of the third person neuter pronoun), but the specCP-
expletive in (27) does not. This fact has not gone unnoticed in the traditional
dialectological literature either. Vanacker (1978, 618) notes in this respect “that
no informant inserted a vocalic element before the t”, and he concludes: “We
[...] assume that t in the sentence There were five prizes cannot be interpreted

7Note in this respect that replacing t by a demonstrative in (20) renders the example
grammatical.

8The initial /h/ is typically silent in West Flemish dialects, cf. Taeldeman (2013).
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as a form of het.”9 In light of the evidence presented above, I concur with
Vanacker’s conclusion: the specCP-expletive in (18) is not a phonologically
reduced version of the third person neuter personal pronoun het. This negative
conclusion of course raises the question as to what is the correct analysis of
the specCP-expletive in (18). This is what we now turn to.

4.2.2 Towards a new account: Dutch dialects vs. Breton and
Welsh

While specCP-expletives are typologically rare, there are other elements in
natural language that show clear distributional similarities to them, and I
want to use those parallelisms as a first step towards providing an analysis for
specCP-expletives in [+C]-dialects. The elements I will focus on in particular
are clause-initial particles in Breton and Welsh of the type illustrated in (28)
and (29) (Jouitteau 2005, 2008, 2011; Borsley et al. 2007; Willis 1998, 2007).

(28) Bez’
prt

e-ra
Fin-does

glav.
rain

‘It rains.’ Breton, Jouitteau (2011, 5)

(29) Fe
prt

glywes
heard.1sg

i’r
the

cloc.
clock

‘I heard the clock.’ Welsh, Jouitteau (2008, 168)

I will now proceed to show that there are clear parallelisms between Breton
bez and Welsh fe on the one hand and Belgian Dutch t on the other. The first
one concerns the fact that all three are disallowed in postverbal position:

(30) *Zyn
are

t
it
gisteren
yesterday

drie
three

studenten
students

gekommen?
come

intended: ‘Did three students come yesterday?’
Lapscheure Dutch, L. Haegeman p.c.

(31) *Glav
rain

bez
prt

a-ra.
Fin-does

intended: ‘It rains.’ Breton, Jouitteau (2008, 170)

(32) *Brynodd
buy.past.3sg

fe
prt

Elin
Elin

dorth
loaf

o
of

fara.
bread

intended: ‘Elin bought a loaf of bread.’
Welsh, based on Borsley et al. (2007, 11)

Secondly, when bez, fe, and t occur in preverbal position, no other element
can do so. This is illustrated for Lapscheure Dutch and Welsh in (33) and (34)

9My translation. The original quote runs as follows: “We nemen zelfs dat t in de zin Er waren
vijf prijzen [...] niet mag worden geïnterpreteerd als een vorm van het. In de eerste plaats valt
het op dat voor die RND-zin nergens een vokalisch element vóór t wordt opgegeven.”
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respectively,10 and for Breton Jouitteau (2011, 5) notes that “bez is in mutual
exclusive distribution with any other pre-Tense element”.

(33) *Gisteren
yesterday

t
it
was
was

veel
much

volk
people

ip
on

die
that

feeste.
party

intended: ‘There were many people at the party yesterday.’
Lapscheure Dutch, L. Haegeman p.c.

(34) *Hwyrach
probably

fe
prt

fydd
be.fut.3sg

rhaid
necessary

i
to

chi
you

aros.
wait.inf

intended: ‘You’ll probably have to wait.’
Welsh, Borsley et al. (2007, 124)

Thirdly, all three elements are disallowed in embedded clauses. For the specCP-
expletive t, this is illustrated in (35), while for Breton, Jouitteau (2011, 6)
points out that “[i]n embedded domains, bez is only licit in structures that
independently allow for embedded V2 orders”. Similarly, “[o]ccurrence of the
mi/fe particles in Welsh is restricted to matrix sentences” (Jouitteau 2008,
168).

(35) *<t>
it

dan
that

<t>
it

gisteren
yesterday

drie
three

studenten
students

gekommen
come

zyn
are

intended: ‘that three students came yesterday’
Lapscheure, L. Haegeman p.c.

Fourthly, none of the three elements under consideration here interfere with
φ-agreement between T and the thematic subject: in all three of the examples
in (36)–(38) the verb shows regular φ-agreement with the thematic subject of
the sentence.

(36) T
it

zyn
are.pl

gisteren
yesterday

drie
three

studenten
students.pl

gekommen.
come

‘Three students came yesterday.’
Lapscheure Dutch, Grange and Haegeman (1989, 162)

(37) Bez’
prt

e-prenis
Fin-bought.1sg

eul
a

leor
book

d’am
to.my

breur
brother

deh.
yesterday

‘I’ve bought my brother a book yesterday.’
Breton, Jouitteau (2011, 6)

(38) Fe
prt

glywes
heard.1sg

i’r
the

cloc.
clock

‘I heard the clock.’ Welsh, Jouitteau (2008, 168)

Fifthly, and specifically for Welsh, there are diachronic/etymological paral-
lelisms as well. Willis (2007) shows that main clause complementizers like fe

10In the absence of fe, the adverb hwyrach can occur preverbally, cf. Borsley et al. (2007, 124).
That being said, the interaction between fe and preverbal elements—specifically adjuncts—in
Welsh is more complicated than I can do justice to here. See Willis (1998) and Borsley et al.
(2007) for in-depth discussion.
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“emerged from earlier preverbal subject pronouns that satisfied a V2-constraint
in SpecCP” (Willis 2007, 432). The Welsh particle fe diachronically derives
from the third person singular pronoun ef ‘he/it’, which in Middle Welsh was
used as a specCP-expletive. It was later reanalyzed as occupying C rather than
specCP.

Summing up, the specCP-expletive found in [+C]-dialects shows clear par-
allelisms with clause-initial particles in Breton and Welsh distributionally, in
terms of the agreement relations found in the clause, and diachronically. I want
to hypothesize that these similarities are not coincidental, and that they point
to a shared structural analysis.

4.2.3 The analysis: t as a main clause complementizer

The standard account of Breton bez and Welsh fe is that they are main clause
complementizers, i.e. they are the overt realization of a C-head (Jouitteau 2005,
2008, 2011; Willis 1998, 2007; Borsley et al. 2007; Roberts 2005). I propose to
extend this account to the specCP-expletive t found in [+C]-dialects: it too
spells out a C-head. This means that an example like (36) (repeated below as
(39)) now receives the structural analysis in (40).11

(39) T
it

zyn
are.pl

gisteren
yesterday

drie
three

studenten
students.pl

gekommen.
come

‘Three students came yesterday.’
Lapscheure Dutch, Grange and Haegeman (1989, 162)

(40)
CP

spec C’

C
t

TP

spec T’

T
zyn

VP

gisteren drie studenten gekommen

1

The reasoning goes as follows. The example in (39) represents a sentence
type that is at risk of violating the V2-constraint: the subject is indefinite,
and in Lapscheure Dutch indefinite subjects never raise to specTP (Haegeman,
1986). In addition, the scene-setting adverb gisteren ‘yesterday’ is not fronted,
and no other phrase has (A’-)moved into the left periphery either. In such a
scenario, [+C]-dialects have the Last Resort option of spelling out C as t in
order to satisfy V2. This analysis thus agrees with Wurmbrand (2006, 205)

11Note that this analysis will be further refined in the next subsection in terms of the
cartography of the CP-domain.
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that “CP-expletives [...] are simply phonological fillers of the initial position
[...] when no overt XP has moved there”, but differs from that proposal in that
the element responsible for avoiding a V2-violation is not in specCP, but in C.

Needless to say, this analysis requires a rethinking of the Verb Second
constraint. Going back at least to the seminal work of Den Besten (1989), this
constraint is thought of as the requirement that specCP be filled when the verb
moves to C (i.e., in main clauses). Here, I follow Jouitteau (2020), who argues
that V2 is but one instantiation of a broader EPP-like principle that underlies
second position phenomena, and that she calls the Left Edge Filling Trigger
or LEFT for short (see also Sigurðsson’s 2010 Filled Left Edge phenomena for
a similar idea).12 LEFT is “a morphological obligatory exponence effect that
we observe at the sentence level” (Jouitteau 2020, 455). More specifically, it
is a post-syntactic prohibition against the finite verb being leftmost in the
clausal phase. This constraint can be satisfied in a number of ways. First, a
constituent be (internally or externally merged) in preverbal position, thereby
automatically satisfying LEFT post-syntactically (see also Frey’s (2006, 235)
notion of Formal Movement as a way of satisfying this criterion).13

The second option to satisfy LEFT involves the merger (or spelling out)
of a head to the left of the finite verb. This is what leads to Breton bez and
Welsh fe occurring in clause-initial position. Whether or not a language can
make use of this option “is due to their lexical inventory. For example, German
does not have a main clause complementizer. As a result, only an XP will be
able to precede the verb in matrix clauses, and the classical V2-word order
ensues” (Jouitteau 2005, xviii).14 If I am right in analyzing specCP-expletives

12Note that I am adopting Jouitteau’s (2020) account of V2 here for concreteness’ sake, not
because it is the only implementation of V2 that is compatible with my reanalysis of specCP-
expletives as main clause complementizers. A different implementation that would be equally
compatible is that of Bury (2000), who proposes that when verb movement is self-attachment (in
the sense of Koeneman (2000)), it obligatorily triggers the creation of a specifier and thus yields a
classical V2-pattern, while verb movement to a higher particle/main clause complementizer does
not and leads to the Breton/Welsh pattern.

13As is known at least since Thiersch (1978, 133–138), the intermediate copy of a wh-phrase
moving out of an embedded verb second clause in German can satisfy the V2-requirement in that
embedded clause. This suggests that LEFT-satisfaction is checked cyclically, i.e. at every phase
edge, or that copies in a movement chain, regardless of whether they are the locus of spell-out,
can serve to satisfy LEFT. Many thanks to Susi Wurmnbrand p.c. for raising this issue.

14My translation. The original quote runs as follows: “Le choix particulier de l’élément préverbal
dans une langue X(P)-VSO dépend de l’éventail des possibilités dans une langue particulière.
Par exemple, l’allemand n’a pas de complémenteur de matrice. Dans une matrice de l’allemand,
l’élément préverbal sera donc une projection maximale et on obtiendra l’ordre classique á verbe
seconde.” As is clear from this quote, Jouitteau’s approach allows for a unified account of V2, SVO-,
and VSO-languages, see the original work for details and Bury (2000) for an alternative. As for
cases of (apparent) V1 in V2-languages—yes/no-questions, imperatives, narrative V1, etc.—these
are assumed to contain ‘inconspicuous’ elements that satisfy LEFT, such as empty operators or
silent topics, see Jouitteau (2020) for discussion and argumentation.
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in Belgian Dutch [+C]-dialects as main clause complementizers, however, these
dialects also represent this second option.15,16

4.2.4 A residual issue: the Definiteness Effect

One aspect of expletive constructions that has not featured in the discussion
so far is the so-called Definiteness Effect (DE), i.e. the requirement that the
associate DP of an expletive be indefinite. As the examples in (41) shows, the
DE is operative in [+C]-dialects as well.

(41) a. *T
it

stond
stood

alleen
only

Valère
Valère

in
in

den
the

lochtink.
garden

intended: ‘Only Valère stood in the garden.’
b. *T

it
stoan
stand

al
all

de
the

studenten
students

vuo
in.front.of

de
the

deure.
door

intended: ‘All the students are standing in front of the door.’
Lapscheure Dutch, L. Haegeman p.c.

It follows from nothing in my analysis of specCP-expletives as main clause
complementizers that the associate DP should be indefinite. I would argue that
this is a feature of the analysis, rather than a bug. As is known at least since
Freeze (1992), the DE shows up in existential and presentative constructions
independently of the presence of an expletive. The Russian examples in (42)
and (43) can serve to illustrate this point.17

(42) Kniga
book

byla
was

na
on

stole.
table

‘A/The book was on the table.’

(43) Na
on

stole
table

byla
was

kniga.
book

‘There was a/*the book on the table.’ Russian, Freeze (1992, 553–554)

15One additional question that is raised by the analysis in (40) concerns the morphological
shape of the complementizer. In declarative embedded clauses, the complementizer is spelled out
as dat (often reduced to da through a phonological process of /t/-deletion, see Goeman, 1999).
If specCP-expletives are main clause complementizers, one might expect them to be realized as
da(t), contrary to fact. The key to understanding the difference in spell-out between the embedded
clause complementizer and its main clause counterpart, I want to suggest, lies in the morphological
decomposition of the element dat. Just as has been proposed for its homophonous demonstrative
counterpart (see Leu 2008; Rooryck 2003), I hypothesize that dat should be decomposed into two
morphemes, with the da-element expressing anaphoricity and the t finiteness (see also Postma,
1997 for a highly comparable proposal). The anaphoric portion of the complementizer (i.e., da) is
only present when the tense domain it heads is c-commanded by (i.e., anaphoric on, cf. sequence-
of-tense) another tense domain, i.e. in embedded contexts (cf. Pesetsky and Torrego 2001, 411n41,
Postma 1997, 3). Given that the main clause complementizer in (40) carries no such anaphoric
meaning and only expresses finiteness, we correctly predict it should be spelled out as t.

16A reviewer raises the question of how/why a dialect would develop this option if it can also
simply fill specCP. A full diachronic discussion of specCP-expletives in Dutch dialects would lead
me too far afield, but it is tempting to see this development as being driven by Van Gelderen’s
(2004, 18) ‘Head Preference Principle’.

17Many thanks to Anastasiia Vyshnevska for discussing the Russian data with me.
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The example in (42) is a locative sentence, and the subject DP kniga can
be interpreted both as a definite and as an indefinite. In the existential con-
struction in (43), on the other hand, the DE kicks in and only the indefinite
interpretation remains. Importantly, the difference between locative and exis-
tential is only marked through a difference in word order, not the presence
of an expletive in the latter. This shows that the DE is independent of the
occurrence of an expletive.

While trying to provide an account for the DE would lead me too far
afield—and, as I have just argued, would be partly orthogonal to my main
concerns—I believe this principle is ultimately semantico-pragmatic in nature
(see the discussion in McNally 2011). Simplifying the discussion substantially,
the semantics of existentials require that the associate DP be interpreted as
a property, and while this is straightforward for an indefinite like a book, it is
less obvious for a definite DP like the book, and even harder for a universal
quantifier like every book. The point where this semantic account meets the
syntactic derivation—and the analysis introduced above—is the possible inter-
action between the interpretation of a subject DP and its structural position.
Recall that the specCP-expletive/main clause complementizer t only shows
up as a Last Resort option to salvage a potential V2-violation, which arises
because the subject remains lower than its usual structural position. As is well-
known, there is a correlation between the structural height of a DP and its
interpretation (Diesing 1990) and it is this correlation which provides the link
between the semantic account of the DE and the type of derivation outlined
above: the DE reflects the types of subjects that can occur when the highest
subject position is unoccupied (see Vangsnes 2002 for a detailed account along
precisely these lines).

4.2.5 Conclusion

In this section I have proposed a new analysis of specCP-expletives in Belgian
Dutch [+C]-dialects, whereby these elements are Last Resort spell-outs of a
C-head, and hence main clause complementizers. One thing I have not yet
addressed, is why this option of spelling out C as t is available in only some of
the dialects of Dutch-speaking Belgium, i.e. the difference between [+C]- and
[−C]-dialects that was introduced in Sect. 3. This is what I now turn to.

4.3 [+C]- vs. [–C]-dialects: a parametric difference
I want to argue that the empirical differences between [+C]- and [−C]-dialects
can be reduced to a single parametric difference between the two dialect groups
(see also Van Craenenbroeck and van Koppen 2016). It can be formulated as
follows:

(44) The split-CP parameter:
The CP-domain {is/is not} split up into separate projections.
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[−C]-dialects instantiate the negative setting of this parameter, while [+C]-
dialects represent the positive version. Put differently, [+C]-dialects have a
split CP-domain, but [−C]-dialects do not. The tree structures in (45) and (46)
illustrate this. For concreteness’ sake, I use Rizzi’s (1997) labels ForceP and
FinP to refer to the two CP-projections in [+C]-dialects, but nothing hinges
on the precise nature of these projections.18

(45) [+C]-dialects

ForceP

Force’

Force FinP

Fin’

Fin TP

1

(46) [−C]-dialects

CP

C’

C TP

1

One aspect of the analysis left implicit both in the formulation of the param-
eter in (44) and in the tree structures in (45) and (46), is the assumption that
these two dialect groups also differ in the derivation of their V2-structures.
Assume that in main clauses in V2-languages like Dutch and its dialects, the
finite verb always moves into the C-domain. In [−C]-dialects, there is only one
possible landing site, namely the unique C-head, while in [+C]-dialects, the
verb could move either to Fin or to Force. I want to exploit this difference by
proposing that in [−C]-dialects all main clauses, whether they be subject-initial
or not, have the same syntactic structure, while in [+C]-dialects subject-initial
clauses are structurally smaller than non-subject-initial ones. Put differently,
and adapting terminology from Postma (2011a,b), while [+C]-dialects are
Zwart-type languages, [−C]-dialects are Den Besten-type languages. In the
latter, all V2-sentences are CPs, and the finite verb always occupies C, but
the position of the subject is variable (specTP or specCP) (Den Besten 1989).
In Zwart-type languages on the other hand, subject-initial V2-sentences are
FinPs, and the finite verb is either in Fin or in Force, but the subject is always
in specFinP (Travis 1984; Zwart 1993, 1997). The representations in (47) and
(48) illustrate this difference.

(47) Den Besten-type languages

subject-initial: [CP subject [C verb ] [TP tsubject [T tverb ]
inverted: [CP XP [C verb ] [TP subject [T tverb ]

18Note that while the hypothesis in (44) is explicitly formulated in terms of a split versus an
unsplit CP, other implementations are possible and possibly compatible with the analysis proposed
here. For example, it could well be that both dialect types feature a split CP, but that [+C]-
dialects correspond to what Wolfe (2016) calls Fin-V2 languages, while [−C]-dialects represent
Force-V2 systems. I leave a full comparison of these approaches as a topic for further research.
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(48) Zwart-type languages

subject-initial: [FinP subject [Fin verb ]
inverted: [ForceP XP [Force verb ] [FinP subject [Fin tverb ]

With this as background I now return to the analysis of specCP-expletives,
and focus in particular on the empirical correlations discussed in Sect. 3.19

4.4 Revisiting the empirical correlations
Recall from Table 1 (repeated below as Table 2) that we uncovered four empir-
ical differences between [+C]- and [−C]-dialects: they differ in whether or not
they feature a specCP-expletive, in whether or not they require a locative
expletive in inversion contexts, in whether they allow the strong form of the
locative to be used as an expletive, and in whether they display complemen-
tizer agreement. In this subsection I show how all four of these properties can
be derived from the parametric difference in (44), in combination with the
complementizer analysis of specCP-expletives presented in Subsect. 4.2.

Table 2: [+C]- vs. [−C]-dialects in Belgian Dutch
[+C]-dialects [−C]-dialects

specCP-expletive yes no
obligatory expletive in inversion yes no
strong locative form as expletive no yes
complementizer agreement yes no

Before we can analyze these four properties in detail, we first need to update
the analysis presented in (40) in light of the hypothesis in (44) and the tree
structure in (45):

19Postma (2011a,b) links the distinction between Den Besten- and Zwart-type languages to two
other empirical phenomena: the former can display position-dependent subject pronouns—because
the subject is not always in the same structural position—while the latter can display position-
dependent verbal inflection (so-called double agreement)—because the verb is not always in the
same structural position. Space prevents me from delving deeply into this issue here, but it is
worth pointing out that the first indications suggest that the current account is on the right track.
Specifically, De Vogelaer (2005, 95–96) shows a clear split between [+C]- and [−C]-dialects with
respect to double agreement, with the former having it and the latter not, while the discussion in
De Vogelaer (2005, 130–133) suggests that [−C]-dialects have a position-dependent second person
singular pronoun that is absent in [+C]-dialects.
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(49)
ForceP

Force’

Force
t

FinP

Fin’

Fin
zyn

TP

gisteren drie studenten gekommen

1

As this structure makes explicit, the specCP-expletive t is in fact the spell-
out of the higher C-head (called Force here), while the finite verb occupyies
the lower one (Fin). Other than that, the reasoning remains the same as in
Subsect. 4.2: the subject is indefinite and therefore does not raise into the
canonical subject position (specFinP), no other XP A’-moves into the CP-
domain (which would have triggered further verb raising to Force; see (48)),
and so in order to satisfy the V2-requirement, the Force-head is spelled out by
the main clause complementizer t.

Before proceeding with the main line of argumentation it is worth high-
lighting the similarities between the analysis in (49) on the one hand and
two other recent accounts of phenomena found in [+C]-dialects on the other.
While it might be non-standard to propose that a syntactic head can serve to
lexicalize the position preceding the finite verb in a Germanic V2-language,
there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that at least for some such lan-
guages this option is available. The first additional indication is provided by
De Clercq and Haegeman’s (2018) analysis of what they call pleonastic die,
a phenomenon that is found in certain [+C]-dialects. An example is given in
(50) (De Clercq and Haegeman 2018, 3):

(50) Vroeger,
formerly

die
that/those

bakten
baked

wij
we

vier
four

soorten
types

brood.
bread

‘We used to bake four kinds of bread.’ Gijzenzele Dutch

While this construction at first glance looks like a run-of-the-mill case of
contrastive left dislocation, the lack of agreement between the alleged left dis-
locate (vroeger ‘formerly’) and the resumptive demonstrative pronoun (die
‘that/those’) suggests that it is not—and see De Clercq and Haegeman (2018)
for extensive additional argumentation that (50) is not a case of contrastive
left-dislocation. Interestingly, though, the analysis De Clercq and Haegeman
(2018) end up proposing is one whereby the element die is a root complemen-
tizer that spells out Force, while the verb has raised to Fin. Concretely, the
analysis of the example in (50) is as in (51) (De Clercq and Haegeman 2018,
14).
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(51) [ForceP Vroeger [Force die ] [FinP vroeger [Fin bakten ] [TP wij vier
soorten brood ]]]

Although certain differences remain between the analysis in (51) and
the one in (49)—for one, there is an additional XP that precedes the
complementizer+verb in (51) but not in (49)—the parallelisms are striking,
suggesting that the overall approach might be on the right track.20

Another instance where the finite verb is preceded by a head in [+C]-
dialects concerns subject-initial main clauses with deficient subject pronouns.
An example from the dialect of Lapscheure is given in (52) (Van Craenenbroeck
and Van Koppen 2019a, 269).

(52) Ze
she.deficient

goa
goes

zie.
she.strong

‘She’s going.’ Lapscheure Dutch

There has been some debate in the literature, specifically between Van Crae-
nenbroeck and Van Koppen (2002; 2007) and Haegeman (1990, 1992, 2004), as
to the status of the deficient pronoun in clause-initial position in examples like
(52), with Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen claiming it is a weak pronoun,
and Haegeman arguing that it is a clitic. After reviewing all the evidence, Van
Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen (2019a) conclude that Haegeman is right, and
that, in [+C]-dialects, a deficient pronoun in clause-initial position can be a
clitic. However, given that clitics are heads and not phrases (Cardinaletti and
Starke 1999), this implies that in (52) the finite verb is preceded not by an
XP, but by a head. Needless to say, this conclusion could be straightforwardly
implemented in the analysis outlined in (49):21

(53) [ForceP [Force Ze ] [FinP [Fin goa ] [TP zie ]]]

Summing up, while it might seem unorthodox to reanalyze what is traditionally
considered to be a specCP-expletive as a main clause complementizer, closer
inspection reveals that this analysis fits in with a growing body of work suggest-
ing that in [+C]-dialects the position preceding the finite verb in main clauses
can be occupied both by heads and by phrases. With this as background, we
can now return to the four properties listed in Table 2.

4.4.1 Presence vs. absence of a specCP-expletive

In the analysis presented in this paper, so-called specCP-expletives are the
spell-out of a C-head in order to prevent a V2-violation, whereby V2 is con-
ceptualized as a ban on having the finite verb be first within the clausal phase.
In [+C]-dialects, this ban can be avoided either by (internally or externally)

20For the full technical details of the analysis illustrated in (51), I refer the reader to the original
paper.

21The fact that specFinP remains empty even though the subject is not indefinite might suggest
that ze first XP-moves to specFinP and then cliticizes to Force from there. In fact, this is precisely
the analysis proposed by Haegeman (1990, 1992), albeit in a pre-split-CP framework.
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merging an XP in a specifier preceding the verb—thus yielding a ‘regular’ V2-
structure—or by spelling out the Force-head while the verb remains in Fin.
[−C]-dialects on the other hand have an unsplit CP-domain and as a result
the finite verb is always located in the highest—in fact, the only—C-head and
the only way to avoid the ban on a phase-initial finite verb is by (internally or
externally) merging an XP in specCP. In other words, the parametric difference
in (44) correctly predicts specCP-expletives to be absent in [−C]-dialects.22

In addition, the analysis correctly accounts for the distribution of specCP-
expletives across sentence types. Recall that t is disallowed in inverted main
clauses and embedded clauses:

(54) *Zyn
are

t
it
gisteren
yesterday

drie
three

studenten
students

gekommen?
come

intended: ‘Did three students come yesterday?’
Lapscheure Dutch, L. Haegeman p.c.

(55) *<t>
it

da-n
that-pl

<t>
it

gisteren
yesterday

drie
three

studenten
students

gekommen
come

zyn
are

intended: ‘that three students came yesterday’
Lapscheure Dutch, L. Haegeman p.c.

These facts now follow without further stipulation from independent properties
of complementizers and verbs. Example (54) is ruled out because the finite
verb has raised into Force and as a result, this head cannot be independently
be spelled out at t.23 The embedded clause in (55) on the other hand is ill-
formed because the Force-position is already spelled out by dat (reduced to da
due to /t/-deletion here) and so cannot be spelled out a second time by t. The
analysis presented in the two previous subsections thus not only accounts for
the difference between the two types of dialects, but also for the distribution
of the specCP-expletive within the group of [+C]-dialects.

4.4.2 Complementizer agreement

Another consequence of the two structures in (45)/(46) concerns the degree
of independence of C and T, particularly in their use as φ-probes. In [−C]-
dialects, the finite verb always moves to (the unique) C(-head) in main clauses,
while in [+C]-dialects the finite verb moves at least as high as Fin, but not
necessarily all the way to Force. Given that they are always part of the same
complex head, it seems highly unlikely that T and C should be able to inde-
pendently act as φ-probes in [−C]-dialects—and to the extent that they could,
one would expect the result to be a single Agree relation, with one and the

22As pointed out by Susi Wurmbrand and one of the reviewers, this account would still allow
specCP-expletives in [−C]-dialects, but only if they are phrases merged in specCP (i.e., the tra-
ditional account of specCP-expletives). Perhaps the strong locative form daer ‘there’ in Middle
Dutch is such an element; see the discussion of example (61) below.

23What is illustrated here, then, is the traditional observation that fronted finite verbs and
overt complementizers are in complementary distribution in Dutch (Den Besten 1989). It should
be clear, though, that under the analysis proposed in this paper, that generalisation does not hold
across all types of main clauses.
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same Goal. In [+C]-dialects on the other hand, Force and (Fin+)T have a
much higher degree of independence and as a result would be expected to be
independently available as φ-probes.

The hypothetical situation just sketched is precisely what underlies com-
plementizer agreement. As argued extensively by Van Koppen (2005, 2017),
complementizer agreement should be analyzed as Agree triggered by an unval-
ued φ-probe on C, a probe that is independent from the φ-probe on T. The
independence of these two probes can be demonstrated most clearly in cases
where they target a different goal. A relevant example is given in (56).

(56) omda-n
because-pl

die
those

venten
guys

tun
then

juste
just

underen
their

computer
computer

kapot
broken

was.
was.sg

‘because then the computer of those guys just broke down.’
Lapscheure Dutch, Haegeman and van Koppen (2012, 4)

The example in (56) represents a case of possessor raising in West Flemish. The
φ-probe on C targets the raised plural possessor die venten ‘those guys’, while
the finite verb (and hence T) agrees with the singular head noun of the subject,
namely computer ‘computer’. This clearly shows that the φ-specification on
C is not a copy of or otherwise dependent on the φ-features of T (pace, e.g.,
Chomsky 2005). Instead, there are two independent φ-probes active in this
example, one on C and one on T, and they each target a different Goal.

We now understand why complementizer agreement occurs in [+C]-
dialects, but not in [−C]-dialects: due to the presence of a C-head that is
independent from T in [+C]-dialects (i.e. Force), C and T can have an inde-
pendent φ-specification, and complementizer agreement becomes possible. In
[−C]-dialects on the other hand, C is never independent from T and as a result,
complementizer agreement is not an option.

4.4.3 Obligatory expletive in inversion

The third empirical difference between [+C]- and [−C]-dialects concerns the
obligatory presence of a locative expletive in inverted main clauses. The central
contrast is repeated in (57)–(58) below.

(57) Zittn
sit

*(dr)
there

ier
here

nievers
nowhere

geen
no

muzn?
mice

‘Aren’t there any mice here?’ Torhout Dutch, Barbiers et al. (2006)

(58) Zittn
sit

(dr)
there

ie
here

nievest
nowhere

gin
no

mojzjn?
mice

‘Aren’t there any mice here?’ Wambeek Dutch

In [+C]-dialects, the presence of the locative expletive is required, while in
[−C]-dialects it is optional. Note that in (58) the optional expletive pronoun is
itself followed by a ‘true’ locative, namely the proximate adverb ie ‘here’. As
such, this example echoes an observation that is occasionally found in the lit-
erature on Dutch expletives (see, for example, Bennis 1986, 214; Zwart 1992;
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Lightfoot 2002, 95n4) and that was recently picked up and worked out by
Klockmann et al. (2015), namely that for some speakers of Dutch the locative
expletive pronoun can be left out when it is followed by a locative expression.
Klockmann et al. (2015) propose that in such cases it is the locative expression
itself that raises to specTP, thus rendering the expletive superfluous (see also
Van Craenenbroeck (2019) for detailed discussion). This means that the con-
trast between (57) and (58) is not so much one of optionality of the expletive,
but rather of whether locative adverbs can raise into the canonical subject
position.

This reframing of the data in (57)–(58) brings us closer to providing an
analysis for it. Recall from Subsect. 4.3 that [+C]- and [−C]-dialects differ in
what they consider to be the canonical subject position. In [+C]-dialects this
position is specFinP: this is the position occupied by the subject in all sen-
tence types. In [−C]-dialects on the other hand, the canonical subject position
is arguably specTP: this is the position occupied by the subject in inverted
main clauses and embedded clauses, while in subject-initial main clauses the
subject has moved to a higher position in the CP-domain. Bringing this insight
to the data in (57)–(58), this means that (57) shows that a locative adverb
cannot raise into specFinP, while in (58) such an element successfully raises
into specTP. This accords well with Klockmann et al.’s (2015) analysis of loca-
tive raising in varieties of Dutch. They follow Ritter and Wiltschko (2009) in
assuming that INFL crosslinguistically encodes coincidence between the event
and the utterance. This coincidence can be expressed in terms of temporal rela-
tions, location, or person. Crucially, however, a language can be of one type and
still show agreement for another type. For example, English is an INFLtense-
language, but it also shows person agreement. Klockmann et al. (2015) apply
the same kind of reasoning to Dutch: it is an INFLtense-language, but in those
varieties that allow locative raising into specTP, T is also endowed with a loca-
tive feature.24 In other words, locative raising is a consequence of the feature
specification of T. This explains why such raising is absent in [+C]-dialects:
the canonical subject position is specFinP, and unlike T the lower C-head Fin
is not endowed with any locative features. As a result, locative raising is not
an option and expletive insertion is obligatory.

4.4.4 Strong locative form as expletive

The difference in subject position is also what lies at the heart of the fourth
empirical contrast between [+C]- and [−C]-dialects under consideration here,
i.e. the fact that while in the latter the strong form of the locative pronoun
can be used as an expletive, this is not possible in [+C]-dialects:

(59) Leit
lies

{ dui
there.strong

/
/
dr
there.weak

} ie
here

nen
a

brief
letter

op
on

tuifel?
tabel

‘Is there a letter over here on the table?’ Wambeek Dutch

24Klockmann et al. (2015) specifically propose that it is a [Dist(al)]-feature, but the precise
details of their analysis do not matter for our present concerns.
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(60) Ligt
lies

{ *doa
there.strong

/
/
er
there.weak

} ier
here

nen
a

brief
letter

ip
on

tafel?
tabel

‘Is there a letter over here on the table?’
Lapscheure Dutch, L. Haegeman p.c.

Recall that one of the central differences between Zwart- and Den Besten-
type languages concerns the position of the subject in a subject-initial main
clause. In a Zwart-type language such a subject is in its unmarked, neutral,
canonical position, i.e. the position it occupies in all clause types. In a Den
Besten-type language on the other hand, a clause-initial subject is in a marked
left-peripheral position. The hypothesis I want to put forward is that the use of
the strong/emphatic form of the locative pronoun as an expletive originates in
precisely those dialects where a clause-initial subject occupies such a marked
specCP-position. A piece of evidence in support of this concerns the diachronic
development of locative expletives in Dutch. As discussed by Van der Horst
(2008, 969), in Middle Dutch, when the use of locative expletives was on the
rise, there was a clear division of labor between the strong and the weak forms
of the locative pronoun. The former was used in sentence-initial position, while
the latter was used in all other positions:

(61) Daer
there.strong

is
is

een
a

verrader
traitor

onder
among

ons.
us

‘There’s a traitor among us.’ Middle Dutch

(62) Ende
and

haerder
of.them

waren
were

der
there.weak

by
by

twee
two

en
and

veertich.
forty

. . .

‘And there were 42 of them present.’ Middle Dutch

I take this to mean that while the strong form occupied the marked specCP-
position, the weak form was used as a filler for specTP. Such a division of labor
is only possible, however, in a variety that distinguishes between two types
of subject positions, i.e. in [−C]-dialects. Summing up, the fourth and final
empirical difference between [+C]- and [−C]-dialects can also be accounted for
under the assumption that the CP-domain is split up in the former but not in
the latter.

4.4.5 Unexpexted dialect types and areal distributions

Even a cursory inspection of the maps in Figures 1 through 4 shows that while
there is a clear similarity between the patterns displayed on these maps, they
are not identical. That is, there are dialects that do not conform perfectly to
the profile of either a [+C]- or a [−C]-dialect. In this subsection I explore this
variation and see to what extent we can understand it from the point of view
of the analysis introduced above. In addition, I raise the question of whether
the patterns displayed on these maps represent an areal distribution rather
than a parametric difference, and I briefly discuss the selection of the linguistic
variables under discussion in this paper.
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Let us begin by projecting all the information from the maps in Figures 1
through 4 onto a single map. The result of this can be seen in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Overview of the correlations between the four linguistic phenomena
discussed in Sect. 3

As indicated in the legend, perfect matches of [+C]-dialects are repre-
sented by gray stars, and perfect matches of [−C]-dialects by black stars.
Together, these two groups constitute 81% of the total data set (89 out of 110
dialects). This means that the account proposed in the preceding section in
general has a very good data coverage. The largest group of exceptions are
those dialects—represented by white stars on the map—that behave like [−C]-
dialects in all but one respect: they do not use the strong locative proform as
an expletive. While I do not have a concrete account to offer for this gap, it is
worth pointing out that the analysis I proposed in Subsect. 4.4.4 states that
the variability in subject position in [−C]-dialects makes available the possi-
bility of having a strong and a weak expletive proform, but it does not force
such a distinction, and so if there were another factor blocking its occurrence,
that would still be compatible with the analysis.25

Turning to the other groups of exceptions, it is worth pointing out (a) that
there are few of them—the groups contain two dialects on average—and (b)
that most of them—all but the black and white triangles, to which I return
below—are situated in the border or contact area between the [+C]- and the
[−C]-dialects. Here we find dialects with mixed properties, like [+C]-dialects
that lack complementizer agreement (the grey triangles) or [+C]-dialects that
lack a specCP-expletive (the grey circles). Descriptively speaking, the fact
that we find such a transition area is not surprising. As is well known from

25The fact that the white stars seem to cluster geographically might suggest that there is indeed
a single underlying cause for the absence of strong expletives in these dialects, but I leave a further
exploration of this hypothesis for future research.
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the dialectological literature (see for example Trudgill 1986, 57–82 for detailed
discussion), we typically find these kinds of intermediate or interdialect forms
in contact areas between dialects and dialect groups.26 Theoretically speaking,
this kind of variability raises questions for the type of categorical parametric
analysis that was introduced above, and while I have no new insights to offer
on this front, I believe that most of the analytical options that have been
proposed in the literature—ranging from speakers having access to multiple
grammars to the grammatical system itself incorporating a certain degree of
stochasticity (see Brandner 2012, 125–127 for an overview and references)—are
applicable to the facts and analysis discussed in this paper as well.

This leaves the black and white triangles on the map in Figure 5, the only
dialects with mixed properties that are not situated in the transition area
between the [+C]- and the [−C]-dialects. The black dialects behave like [+C]-
dialects, except for the fact that the locative expletive is not obligatory in
inversion contexts. As such, they illustrate a complication that was already
hinted at in footnote 5, namely the fact that the possibility of omitting the
locative expletive in inversion contexts is conditioned by many more factors
than just the parametric difference between [+C]- and [−C]-dialects. This also
becomes clear when listening to the audio recordings of these interviews.27
For example, in the dialect of Hertsberge—the left-most black triangle—the
informants indicate that the locative expletive is optional, but when confronted
with a highly similar existential construction in the next question, they claim it
is obligatory. Similarly, in the dialect of Deinze—the middle black triangle—the
sentence is offered by the interviewer without an expletive and is repeated as
such by a first informant, but consequently, the informants discuss the example
and repeat it seven more times, each time with an expletive in postverbal
position, thus suggesting that the very first reply might have been a case of
priming. Regardless of whether this is the right analysis, however, it is clear
that the omittability of the locative expletive in inversion contexts in Belgian
dialects needs further research. Finally, the two white dialects behave like
[+C]-dialects, except that they can also use the strong locative proform as an
expletive. As I was unable to consult the audio recordings for these data—they
came from an interview round that was not recorded—and as such have been
unable to verify them, I have no insights to offer here, and have to leave these
two dialects as exceptions for the time being.

A final issue I want to address in this subsection concerns the question
to what extent the patterns shown in Figure 5 represent an areal grouping
of phenomena rather than a parametric difference between two dialect types,
and relatedly, how the facts discussed here fit into the larger set of dialect
data that emerged from the SAND-project (Barbiers et al. 2005, 2008). As
far as the second question is concerned, Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen
(2016) show that the phenomena under investigation in this paper form part

26Several of these areas are also known from the Flemish dialectological literature as displaying
mixed behavior; see Taeldeman (2000).

27All SAND-data discussed in this paper—including the audio recordings—can be consulted at
https://www.meertens.knaw.nl/sand/zoeken/index.php.

https://www.meertens.knaw.nl/sand/zoeken/index.php
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of a larger data set—which includes, among others, the choice of the compar-
ative complementizer, the presence or absence of quirky V2-like imperatives
and of subject clitics on ‘yes’ and ‘no’—all of which support the hypothesis of
there being more structural space in the left periphery of [+C]-dialects than in
that of [−C]-dialects. Similarly, Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen (2019b)
present the results of a quantitative analysis of all 146 linguistic variables in
the SAND data set and show that the phenomena identified by Van Craenen-
broeck and Van Koppen (2016) surface as significant predictors for identifying
different dialects groups. What this means, then, is that both the data and
the analysis discussed in this paper are embedded in a much broader empirical
and theoretical whole, thus lending further support to the approach presented
above. As for the question of whether the attested variation is grammatical or
purely geographical in nature, this is one that is tackled by Van Craenenbroeck
and Van Koppen (2022) (and see also Van Craenenbroeck et al. 2019 for the
same approach applied to a different empirical domain). They use a technique
from machine learning—a k nearest neighbour classifier—to compare the pre-
dictive power of the parametric analysis proposed by Van Craenenbroeck and
Van Koppen (2016)—which includes the specCP-parameter in (44)—and of a
purely geography-based analysis, which assumes that the presence or absence
of linguistic phenomenon X in dialect location A can be predicted by look-
ing at the presence or absence of X in the geographical neighbours of A. The
conclusion of that paper is that the parametric account outperforms the geo-
graphical one, and to the extent that the latter can be strengthened, the two
analyses can be shown to account for complementary rather than overlapping
parts of the data set. Given that the account presented in this paper is a sub-
part of Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen’s (2016) parametric analysis, I
take this to be support for the parametric approach adopted here and against
a purely geography-based account.

4.5 Conclusion
In this section I have outlined my analysis of specCP-expletives in dialects
of Dutch. Based on a comparison with clause-initial particles in Welsh and
Breton, I have proposed that these expletives are main clause complementizers.
This in turn led to a parametric account of the difference between [+C]- and
[−C]-dialects, whereby the CP-domain is split up into two separate projections
in the former, but not in the latter. Finally, in Subsect. 4.4 I have shown how
such an account can make sense of the four empirical differences between the
two types of dialects that were introduced in Sect. 3.

5 Summary and conclusions
This paper has been primarily concerned with so-called specCP-expletives in
Belgian Dutch dialects, i.e. a type of expletive that parallels those found in
other Germanic languages such as German, Icelandic, or Yiddish. The central
point of the paper has been to argue against the traditional account of these
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elements, whereby they constitute phrases merged in specCP, and to propose
instead that they are the overt realizations of a C-head, i.e. that they are main
clause complementizers.

The second(ary) theme of the paper is microvariation within the Belgian
Dutch dialects with respect to the presence or absence of these specCP-
expletives/main clause complementizers. I have shown this split to be part of
a larger empirical generalization, and have proposed a parametric account for
the difference between the two dialect groups.

As has become clear from the discussion in the preceding sections, the anal-
ysis that I developed has repercussions that exceed the scope of this paper. Let
me highlight two such avenues for further research here. The first concerns the
proper formulation of the Verb Second constraint. If my reanalysis of specCP-
expletives as main clause complementizers is correct, then this means that
even in a bona fide V2-language like Dutch, this constraint can be satisfied by
a clause-initial head rather than a phrase. This goes against a long research
tradition—going back at least to Den Besten (1989)—but at the same time
it opens up possibilities for re-evaluating the relationship between V2- and
VSO-languages (see in this respect Bury 2000 and Jouitteau 2008). A second
topic that deserves further consideration concerns the question to what extent
the account developed here extends to the rest of Germanic. In particular: are
there reasons to think that German es, Icelandic það, and Yiddish es should
also be reanalyzed as main clause complementizers? Is the splitCP-hypothesis
as formulated in (44) only operative within Dutch dialects or can it help us
understand certain instantiations of intra-Germanic variation as well? These
and related questions can hopefully serve as a trigger for future investigations.
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